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Introduction and Background
Model-based development is gaining widespread use in the software industry. Models provide a graphical view of software behavior that developers find intuitive. In addition, certain types of models, such as state charts [23] , Petri nets [47] , and timed automata [5, 9] are useful for analysis and verification purposes. Such models can be used by model checkers to verify properties, e.g., to guarantee that a model is free from deadlocks, or to infer the correct ordering of certain events. Moreover, behavioral models can be used to generate test suites that cover the software with respect to model elements or sub paths [6, 48] . Consequently, developers can better understand and analyze complex behavior by modeling software behavior.
Aspect-Oriented Modeling
One proposed approach to managing complex behavioral models is to separate cross-cutting concerns from the main behavior by using aspect-oriented modeling [4, 13, 22, 28, 46] . A cross-cutting concern applies throughout multiple locations in the software, and may be crucial to the reliability, performance, security, or robustness of the system. Typical examples include events that require immediate attention, such as intrusion attempts or disturbances. Cross-cutting concerns have a tendency to clutter models, leading to complex models that are hard to analyze.
In aspect-oriented modeling, cross-cutting concerns are modeled as aspects, which are separated from the normal behavior, thus creating an aspect-oriented model (AOM). The general idea with an AOM is to model the normal behavior of the system in a base model, leaving the cross-cutting concerns to be described in separate aspect models. By modeling these concerns separately, the behavioral models become cleaner and less cluttered. This makes it easier for a tester to focus on one concern at a time and adjust the level of testing to the level of criticality for the specific concern. An AOM tool then weaves the base model and the aspect models together, in a predefined order, to create a complete behavioral model of the system. The woven model is complex but neither the developer nor the tester need to view it. It is generated and used by model-based tools for model-checking, transformation, and test execution.
Mutation-Based Testing
We propose to mutate aspect-oriented models (AOMs) to test cross-cutting concerns. In mutation testing, a software artifact such as a program or a model is modified to create alternate, usually faulty, versions called mutants [15] . The mutants are created by systematically applying mutation operators, which are rules for changing syntactic elements. Tests are then designed to cause the mutants to exhibit different behavior from the original version, called killing (or detecting) the mutant. Mutation operators either mimic typical programmer mistakes or make changes that encourage testers to design particularly valuable test inputs.
Test suites are run against collections of mutants to determine the percentage of mutants the tests will kill, called the mutation adequacy score. The mutation adequacy score is a coverage criterion, like statement and data flow coverage, but has been found to be stronger than other known criteria and is thus often referred to as a "gold standard" [6] . Mutation is unique among coverage criteria in that it not only requires a test to reach a location in the program (the mutated statement), but it also requires the mutated statement to create an error in the program state, and then propagate that error to an output of the program.
Mutation operators have been created for many different languages, including Fortran, Java, and C [2, 30, 31, 37] . Mutation operators have also been defined for aspect-oriented programs (source code) in AspectJ [7, 19, 40, 53] . AspectJ is an aspect-oriented programming (AOP) extension to Java and has become a de facto standard for AOP [11] . However, mutation operators defined for aspect-oriented source code are usually not appropriate for models such as finite state machines or state charts.
Mutation operators have also been defined for modeling languages such as finite state machines [8, 18, 26] , state charts [32, 52] , Petri nets [17] , and timed automata [44] . Mutation operators for models focus on the modeling elements and can do things like remove an element or change the target node for an edge. However, these model-level mutation operators do not target aspect-oriented features such as pointcut descriptors (see Section 3).
Contributions
We describe the use of mutation testing for aspectoriented models that are expressed as extended finite state machines. Specifically, we describe a fault model for aspect-oriented models and then use the fault model to define mutation operators. We provide an example mutant for each mutation operator and then illustrate the approach using a descriptive application in the form of a video conferencing system in a timed automata implementation for Uppaal [33] .
We include and extend work published at the Mutation workshop 2015 [36] . In addition to previous work, we present an elaborated fault model, additional mutation operators and a thorough analysis of the generated mutants. We have also included a definition of timed automata, which is used in our work.
To our knowledge, there have been no previous attempts to define mutation operators targeting the special constructs that are found in aspect-oriented models, or to apply mutation analysis in order to design tests for such models.
Our proposed mutation operators are evaluated and compared to traditional operators through a thorough analysis with respect to the generated, stillborn, equivalent, redundant, and duplicated mutants we get as we apply mutation to a small video conferencing system. This approach of evaluation is both a strength and a limitation. We do not present any mutation score for the tests we get for this system. Instead, we analyze the mutants we get for the system and show that our new mutation operators gave no overlap to traditional mutation operators, no equivalent or redundant mutants and very few duplicates compared to traditional mutation operators. We got 10% and 1% duplicates respectively for the two sets of new mutation operators compared to 37% for the traditional mutation operators. The reason for having two sets of our proposed mutation operators in the evaluation is that some of them are not meant to be used together. This will be further explained in Section 3
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a running example of a system model and example aspects. Section 3 presents a fault model for aspect models. Section 4 introduces several mutation operators for such models. We also propose using a large set of pre-existing mutation operators in combination with our new AOM-specific operators.
Section 5 shows examples of how the mutation operators can be used in an approach for robustness testing using timed automata in the Uppaal tool. Section 6 presents an analysis of applying the mutation operators. Related work is discussed in Section 7 and Section 8 concludes the paper.
Example AOM System
This paper uses a running example of a video conferencing system. This system has been used by Ali et al. [4] , but is slightly modified here so as to better illustrate our mutation analysis approach. In addition to the four states Idle, OnePart, NotFull and Full in the state chart for the base model used by Ali et al. [4] , we also have a state TwoPart. The extra state and the transitions to and from it do not change the semantics of the base model or the woven system. The aspect models are identical to the original, except for the notation in the illustrations, where we have chosen to use informal language for simplicity. We have also introduced an additional advice to reset the variable number.size after each use. The additional advice is only added to better illustrate our mutation analysis approach and has no practical implication to the system behavior since this particular variable will always get a new value before it is read.
We use extended finite state machines (EFSMs) to model the behavior of systems. An EFSM is a tuple L, l 0 , A, V, E , where L is a set of vertices (here called nodes), l 0 ∈ L is the initial node, A is a set of events, V is a set of (finite domain) integer variables. Assuming B(V) is the set of Boolean combinations (or guards) of simple constraints over V and U(V) is the set of arithmetic updates (or actions) over V, then
For an edge e = l, g, a, u, l , we use e.event to denote the event a, and we say that e is l.outgoing and l'.incoming, g is a guard in B(V) and u is an update in U(V). In the figures, a filled circle points at the initial vertex.
The basic operation of the video conferencing system is shown as an EFSM in the behavioral base model in Figure 1 . However, a video conferencing system needs to be robust enough to handle disturbances during a conference session. For example, whenever the frequency of video frame loss exceeds a certain threshold, the system should recover that session. As we have mentioned, instead of cluttering the model with recovery behavior that applies to most of its states, this behavior can best be modeled as an aspect. An aspect consists of pointcuts, advice, and introductions [4] . 
AOM recap, Base model
Idle OnePart NotFull Full dial() numActive++ numActive==MAX-1 dial() numActive++ callDisconnect() numActive-- numActive==3 callDisconnect() numActive-- callDisconnect() numActive-- numActive>3 callDisconnect() numActive-- numActive<MAX-1 dial() numActive++ dial() numActive++ TwoPart dial() numActive++ callDisconnect() numActive--
V3 AOM recap, Guard Aspect
Pointcut selecting subset of nodes such that there is an outgoing edge with an event named dial() Pointcut selecting subset of nodes such that there is an incoming edge with an event named dial() Pointcut selecting subset of edges such that there is a triggering event named dial() Before advice: add guard "number.size==4" After advice: add action "number.size=0" number.size==4 number.size=0 A pointcut is a set of elements where the aspect applies, or connects to the base model. The pointcut descriptor is usually a select query written in a formal language and is associated with a single element in the aspect model. The pointcut descriptor selects a nonempty set of elements such as nodes or edges, called joinpoints from the base model. For example, consider the aspect model in Figure 2 . This aspect will add a guard to any edge in the base model where there is an event "dial()". Since an edge cannot be modeled without the nodes it is attached to, this aspect model has three pointcuts and the pointcut descriptors can be defined as follows:
• select vertex v where v.outgoing is labeled with event "dial()"
• select edge e where e.event = "dial()"
• select vertex v where v.incoming is labeled with event "dial()"
We have chosen to use informal language in our illustrations since the formal expressions would be tightly connected to the modeling language and weaver (the tool combining the base model with the aspect model). An advice is tied to a pointcut and describes a change to be made at each joinpoint that the pointcut includes. For example, the aspect in Figure 2 adds a guard conjunct and an action appended to the selected edges. An advice can be of type before, around, or after. For each pointcut, there may be at most one advice of each type.
1. A before advice component adds something to the selected elements, such as an extra guard on selected edges to be evaluated before traversing any of the selected edges (see Figure 2 ).
2. An around advice component replaces the selected elements with a new element.
3. An after advice component adds something to the selected element. For example, an extra action may be added to the selected edges to be executed after the transition is triggered (see Figure 2 ).
The effect of an advice depends on what type of advice it is (e.g., before) and what type of modeling elements (e.g., node) the pointcut includes, see Table 1 . An introduction introduces a new element such as a node or an edge to the model. For example, consider the aspect model in Figure 3 . This aspect represents recovery from a media failure. The leftmost pointcut selects all nodes in the base model where the event must be handled if it occurs. The rightmost pointcut selects a node from which to restart the system when a timeout occurs. Apart from the two pointcuts selecting elements from the base model, the introduction adds four additional elements, three edges and one node, to the model. Introductions are not necessarily just nodes and edges. In our context however, the extra elements are typically nodes (modeling recovery or degraded service) or edges (modeling faults in the environment).
To get a complete model of the system behavior that can be analyzed by a tool, the base model ( Figure 1 ) and the aspect models ( Figure 2 and Figure 3 ) must then be combined by a weaver. The weaver takes as input a base model, a set of aspect models and a weaving directive model, which holds the information of which order to weave each aspect model to the base model. Each aspect model is woven to the base model one aspect model element (pointcut or introduction) at a time. In case the element is a pointcut, the base model is queried to identify the joinpoints to be included in the pointcut and any before, around or after advice associated with the pointcut descriptor is applied to each of these joinpoints. The output is a woven model [4] . Figure 4 agrees resulting woven model described by Ali et al. [4] , with the only modification that comes with the added node TwoPart and resetting number.size to 0.
Fault Model for Aspect-Oriented Models
Mutation testing inevitably relies on an underlying fault model, detailing the assumptions made regarding potential mistakes that could be made during coding (or, in this case, modeling). The fault model thus constitutes the theoretical foundation of the formulation of mutation operators. Below, we propose a fault model tailored for aspect-oriented models.
We assume that aspects already exist in the developed system under test, or can be derived from specifications, to create an aspect-oriented test model to design tests for cross-cutting behaviors such as robustness. Robustness is an example of an emergent system property that needs to be addressed in all parts of the system. A tester who tries to design tests to cover robustness would normally have little opportunity to distinguish robustness code from other code. If the tester (or developer) instead focuses on the behavior and separates normal and robustness behavior into different models, it becomes easier to design the robustness tests. This can be done as a black-box approach with respect to normal behavior, freeing the tester to design the models of robustness aspects based on his or her interpretation of what the system should be able to cope with in terms of disturbances and erroneous input events. This work thus assumes that aspects can be used or developed for software testing by means of one of the three approaches below:
A1 The software under test is already modeled as a finite state machine using aspect-orientation in a model-based development environment. The tester can apply mutation to the pre-existing aspects to create a test suite that properly tests these aspects.
A2
The tester only has access to a finite state machine of the normal behavior of the system. The crosscutting behavior is handled by other parts of the system, such as the runtime system. The tester can use the existing model as a base model and then create an aspect-oriented test model by designing aspects to be used with this base model.
A3
The tester does not have a behavioral model to start with, and has to create the entire test model from specifications.
Worth to note here is that approaches A2 and A3 come with an overhead since the aspect model or the entire test model needs to be created. As in case of A2 only the aspect models need to be created this may be cost-effective compared to alternative approaches to define how cross-cutting concerns interact with the system. In case of A3 the overhead is likely to be high, however.
Mutation operators are often designed to mimic typical mistakes such as using the wrong operator or the wrong variable name. The types of mistakes that developers make with cross-cutting concerns vary. Mistakes such as forgetting to implement it or misinterpreting where a cross-cutting concern applies are common mistakes, which can manifest as different types of faults with respect to the pointcut descriptors in aspectoriented programs. Such faults have therefore been used to design mutation operators for AspectJ [7, 10, 14, 53] . Given approach A1 for aspect-oriented modeling, a misinterpretation of where a cross-cutting concern applies can also manifest as different types of faults with respect to the pointcut descriptor. Moreover, even if aspectorientation is not used (as in approach A2 or A3), such misinterpretation can manifest as the cross-cutting concern being implemented at the wrong location or left out where it should have been implemented. Given the latter approaches, an aspect-oriented test model can, therefore, emulate such faults by introducing faults to the pointcut descriptor or in other ways manipulating the set of joinpoints.
Pointcut Descriptor Fault Types. Figure 5 illustrates the four types of faults for pointcut descriptors, as defined by Lemos et al. [34] . These fault types have also been used by Wedyan and Ghosh [53] , and Delamare et al. [14] . The grey areas represent the set of joinpoints that the pointcut selects while the lined areas represent the set of joinpoints that should be selected if the pointcut descriptor were correct. The four fault types described in Figure 5 are generic and can be caused by several different types of mistakes. For example, fault type number 3 (subset) can be caused by a pointcut descriptor that is too strong, but it can also be caused by mistaking one pointcut for another. The mutation operators that we define for pointcuts cover the four fault types.
Advice Fault Types. When it comes to advice, many of the fault types identified for source code in aspectoriented languages such as AspectJ do not apply to the type of models we use. A typical example is the incorrect advice type specification suggested by Ferrari et al. [19] . Changing the type of an advice (for example, from before to after) in an AOM would in most cases lead to models that are syntactically incorrect (or equivalent to the original) and therefore not useful for the analysis. However, binding an advice to a different pointcut than intended or to implement the advice incorrectly can be applied to models as well as code [19] [53] . These types of faults may be further elaborated:
Advice is incorrectly bound
• Advice is bound to both the intended and unintended pointcut
• Advice is only bound to an unintended pointcut
• Advice is not bound to any pointcut
Advice is incorrectly implemented
• Advice is implemented using the wrong operator (e.g., using '++' instead of '--')
• Advice is referring to the wrong variable, method or synchronization event
• The advice lacks one or more instructions Introduction Fault Types. Finally, some fault types are related to introductions. An introduction can be ignored or it can be modeled or implemented incorrectly. For example, an edge can be attached to the wrong node or, a guard might use the wrong conditional operator. Since introduction elements are no different from other model elements, pre-existing mutation operators for models apply. The only difference from the traditional use is that we apply mutation to the aspect models instead of the entire model to test the specific cross-cutting concerns. Given approach A1, any mistakes to the design of an advice will propagate to all parts of the woven model or the resulting code where that advice applies according to the pointcut descriptor. Moreover, any mismatch of selected and intended joinpoints would be caused by a fault in the pointcut descriptor, in case of A1. Hence, mutation operators that apply to the pointcut descriptor or to the advice and that take effect throughout the model are reasonable for approach A1. We refer to this as a pointcut approach.
However, given approach A2 or A3, where the software may not be aspect-oriented and the aspect models are created for testing purposes only, the fault model can be slightly different. It is for example, possible that the behavior modeled as an advice in an aspect by the tester is implemented incorrectly at one location in the software, but correctly at others. Hence, it makes sense to test each advice at each point in the woven model to where it applies. Moreover, a mismatch between intended and selected joinpoints would in case of approach A2 or A3 not be caused by an ill-defined pointcut descriptor (e.g., too strong), but rather to a misinterpretation of the specification or a simple implementation mistake such as forgetting to implement the behavior at one of the intended locations. Hence, mutation operators that apply to single joinpoints are reasonable for approach A2 and A3 since this will ensure that the behavior is tested at each location where the behavior should be implemented. We refer to this as a joinpoint approach.
Mutation operators that delete aspect elements such as pointcuts, introductions, and advice elements ensure that these elements are covered by tests. For example, consider a mutant that changes the leftmost pointcut in Figure 3 (the recovery nodes) so that it selects an empty set of nodes. Killing the mutant ensures that at least one test follows a path that includes a transition to a node labeled Recovery Mode. Again, coverage can be achieved by covering the modified element at some site where the aspect applies or by ensuring that all of the sites are covered by modifying one joinpoint at a time in different mutants. For example, mutants can remove node Full, NotFull, and TwoPart from the leftmost pointcut in Figure 3 . This approach is useful with approaches A2 and A3.
Mutants for approach A1 can often be created by making small syntactic changes to the aspect models, but creating mutants for approach A2 and A3 may require more effort. This is because a syntactic change made in an aspect in approach A1 applies to all sites in the woven model where that aspect is applied and that particular change makes a difference. To make a syntactic change at a single joinpoint, it is necessary for the mutation tool to iterate over the set of joinpoints and treat them in isolation. Joinpoints can often be treated in isolation by the mutation tool, simply by identifying the joinpoints that the pointcut in focus will select, in the same order as the weaver. The tool has to take the base model and also the relevant pointcuts and advice in previously processed aspects into consideration when identifying the current joinpoints. When the set of joinpoints is identified, the mutation tool can manipulate the pointcut descriptor to include, exclude or replace these joinpoints one at a time. Sometimes, however, a bigger change to the AOM is required to instruct the weaver to produce the desired woven mutant model. This would be the case if the joinpoint that is subject for mutation is an element, which has been introduced by a preceding aspect and hence, is not part of the base model. This means that some mutants might be very different from the original before weaving if introductions were to be treated with the level of detail as is the case with the joinpoint approach. However, automating such large changes is not trivial and we currently only consider our pointcut approach for introductions.
Mutation Operators for Aspect-Oriented Models
Based on the fault model presented in the previous section, we propose several mutation operators for aspect-oriented models. We focus on the aspects and the elements (pointcuts, advice and introductions) that they may consist of, as these are syntactic structures that we do not find in other models and hence are not already specifically targeted by other mutation-based approaches for models. We describe the semantics of each mutation operator and then show examples of the resulting mutants. The illustrated example mutants are all shown as woven models for two reasons: i) to better illustrate the mutation operator's effect on the models, which are later used for the analysis and ii) to better focus on the semantics of the mutation operators rather than their implementation. In practice, the mutation operators apply to the aspect models before weaving, as described in the previous section. The mutant models that we get from applying the mutation operators can then be used by a model-checker to generate traces with which these mutants are killed.
Mutation Operators for Pointcuts
Mutation operators for pointcuts focus on the pointcut descriptors [34] that define the pointcuts. These AOM-specific mutation operators cover the fault types for pointcut descriptors described in our fault model ( Figure 5 ).
V3 Pointcut Deletion, Example 1
Idle OnePart Pointcut deletion (PCD): This operator changes the pointcut descriptor so that no element is selected. It covers the scenario in our fault model where the pointcut is ignored. For example, consider the aspect in Figure 3 . This aspect has two pointcuts, so PCD will create two mutants. Figures 6 and 7 show the results after weaving with these mutated aspects. The mutant in Figure 6 has a recovery node that cannot be reached. This mutant will be killed by any test where a media failure occurs when a session has at least two participants. The mutant in Figure 7 has recovery nodes that can only be exited if the recovery is successful. This mutant will be killed by any test where a media failure occurs when a session has at least two participants and the system fails to recover within the given time frame. 
NotFull Full
number.size==4 dial() numActive++ number.size=0 numActive==MAX-1 AND number.size==4 dial() numActive++, number.size=0 callDisconnect() numActive-- callDisconnect() numActive-- callDisconnect() numActive-- numActive>3 callDisconnect() numActive-- numActive<MAX-1 AND number.size==4 dial() numActive++, number.size=0 after time disconnectAll() number.size==4 dial() numActive++, number.size=0 TwoPart number.size==4 dial() numActive++ number.size=0 numActive==3 callDisconnect() numActive--
V3 Pointcut Deletion, Example 2

V3 Poincut strengthening, Example
Pointcut strengthening (PCS):
By strengthening the pointcut descriptor, we create faults of type 3 (subset) in Figure 5 since the set of joinpoints selected by the pointcut in the mutant model will be a subset of the set of joinpoints that are selected by the pointcut in the original model. We can strengthen the pointcut descriptor if the select query uses any of the operators OR, ≤, or ≥. An OR is replaced by an AND, ≤ is replaced by <, and ≥ is replaced by >. Furthermore, for each operand in an OR-expression there should be a mutant where that operand and corresponding operator is omitted. If elements exist that are selected by the original pointcut but not by the mutated pointcut, this will result in a reduced set of joinpoints in the mutant. Figure 8 shows the resulting mutant when the pointcut that selects nodes where node.name==TwoPart OR node.name==NotFull OR node.name==Full has been mutated to select nodes where node.name==NotFull OR node.name==Full. This mutant will be killed by a test that triggers error handling in the original but not in the mutant, that is, when media failure occurs during a two part session.
Pointcut weakening (PCW): By weakening the pointcut descriptor, we create faults of type 4 (superset) in Figure 5 since the set of joinpoints that are selected by the pointcut in the original model will be a subset of the set of joinpoints selected by the pointcut in the mutant model. We can weaken a pointcut descriptor if the select query uses any of the operators AND, <, or >. An AND is replaced by an OR, < is replaced by ≤, and > is replaced by ≥. Furthermore, for each operand in an AND-expression there should be a mutant where that operand and corresponding operator is deleted. Given elements for which the original select query is false and the mutated is true, this will result in more joinpoints in the mutant. This mutant will be killed by a test that executes the aspect due to the weaker condition in the mutant model but not in the original model.
Pointcut replacement (PCR): This mutation operator creates faults of type 1 or 2 (overlap, disjoint) in Figure 5 . It may also create faults of type 3 and 4 (subset, superset) if one of the pointcuts selects a subset of the joinpoints selected by another pointcut. Each pointcut is replaced by every other pointcut, where elements are of the same type. In our example system, there are four pointcuts of the type that selects node elements; two in Figure 3 and two in Figure 2 . PCR will yield 12 mutants, where each mutant differs from the original with respect to one of the four pointcuts, which is replaced by one of the other three. For example, PCR will yield one mutant where the leftmost pointcut in Figure 3 selects nodes such that there is an outgoing edge with an event dial(). The set of nodes from which a recovery node can be reached in this particular mutant is therefore changed from {TwoPart, NotFull, Full} to {Idle, OnePart, TwoPart, NotFull}.
Joinpoint deletion (JPD): Just as PCS (PointCut Strengthening), JPD creates faults of type 3 (subset) in Figure 5 . The difference is that while PCS focuses on faults in the pointcut descriptor, JPD excludes one joinpoint at a time from the pointcut before weaving. For example, consider the leftmost pointcut in the aspect shown in Figure 3 . This pointcut selects three nodes in the base model. Hence, there will be three mutants for this specific pointcut: (i) M1, where the recovery node cannot be reached from state TwoPart, (ii) M2, where the recovery node cannot be reached from state NotFull, and (iii) M3, where the recovery node cannot be reached from the state Full. M3 can only be killed by a test where media failure occurs when there is a maximum number of connected calls. M1 can only be killed by a test where media failure occurs when the current session has exactly two participants. Similarly, applying JPD to the pointcut that adds a guard and an action in the aspect shown in Figure 2 will yield five mutants that all miss the guard and action on one of their edges. This type of mutation operator is useful for cases where the software under test is not already modeled with aspects (approach A2 or A3), so the implementation may differ at the various joinpoints (cf. JPI and JPR below).
Joinpoint introduction (JPI):
This mutation operator adds extra joinpoints to the pointcut. Just as PCW (PointCut Weakening), JPI creates faults of type 4 (superset) in Figure 5 . The difference is that while PCW focuses on faults in the pointcut descriptor, JPI includes one joinpoint at a time to the pointcut before weaving. It applies to all elements of the same type as the joinpoints included in the original pointcut. For example, the original pointcut that selects all edges such that there is a trigger named dial(), selects five of the ten edges in the base model (see Figure 1) . Five mutants are created, one for each edge that is not selected by the original pointcut. For example, there will be a mutant where the guard number.size==4 is added to the edge from state OnePart to state Idle as well as to all edges included in the original pointcut. Joinpoint replacement (JPR): This mutation operator combines JPD and JPI by creating all pair-wise combinations with respect to elements that are selected by a pointcut and the rest of the elements that are of the same type. This mutation operator creates faults of type 1 in Figure 5 (or 2 if the pointcut has exactly one joinpoint). The difference from PCR is that PCR mimics a fault in the pointcut descriptor and the overlap between intended and matched joinpoints may be small or empty, whereas JPR gives an overlap between intended and matched joinpoints that is almost complete. Each mutant differs from the original by having one joinpoint replaced by an element of the same type. For example, the leftmost pointcut in the recovery aspect ( Figure 3 ) selects three of the five nodes. Hence, there will be six JPR mutants for this pointcut. Figure 9 shows an example of a JPR mutant where the node OnePart is selected instead of node TwoPart.
V3 JPR example
Mutation Operators for Advice
We have two approaches for designing advice mutation operators: (i) the advice is mutated at all of its sites in a single mutant, and (ii) one mutant is created for each place where the advice applies. If a pointcut has more than one piece of advice, for example, a before advice and after advice, these will be mutated separately regardless of the approach. When the first approach is used, at most three mutants will be created for each pointcut (one per advice) and the mutation operator will apply at all elements pointed out by the pointcut descriptor. With the second approach, the advice should only be mutated at one of the sites pointed out by the pointcut at a time. Given J joinpoints, the second approach means that there will be at most 3 * J mutants.
AOM-Specific Operators for Advice
The AOM-specific mutation operators address the part of our fault model where an advice is ignored or bound to an incorrect pointcut.
Advice deletion at pointcut (ADP): Consider Figure  2 . The center pointcut with advice selects five edges but applying ADP to this aspect model will create only two mutants, one for the before advice and one for the after advice. The first will not add the guard number.size==4 to any of the five edges. A test can kill this mutant if any of the calls tries to connect with an incorrect number. The second mutant will not add the assignment number.size=0 to any of the five edges. This mutant is trivial since it will be killed by any test that visits any of these edges.
Advice deletion at joinpoint (ADJ): Consider Figure 2 again. Applying ADJ to this aspect model will yield ten mutants. Five mutants will delete the guard number.size==4 on one of their edges and five mutants will delete the assignment number.size=0 on one of their edges. For example, one mutant will delete the guard on the edge (TwoPart, NotFull). This mutant can be killed by a test if any call tries to connect with an incorrect number when the session has exactly two participants.
Advice introduction at pointcut (AIP): Consider Figure 2 again. This is the only aspect model in our example that has a pointcut with advice. It has a before and an after advice. It is also the only pointcut descriptor that selects a set of edges. Assume that there is a second pointcut that also selects a set of edges and has no before or after advice. AIP would then create one mutant where the before advice is copied to the second pointcut and one mutant where the after advice is copied to the second pointcut. AIP applies to any pair of pointcuts which joinpoints are of the same type (that is, selects the same type of model elements), in the same scope, and with a type of advice (e.g., before) that originally only existed in one of them.
Advice introduction at joinpoint (AIJ): AIJ is the same as AIP except it applies to a single joinpoint in each mutant.
Advice replacement at pointcut (ARP): It is possible to replace a before advice by another before advice. The replacing advice should be an existing advice of the same type as the advice being replaced. For example, a before advice for a pointcut of a set of nodes is replaced by the before advice for every other pointcut that is a set of nodes, has a before advice, and is in the same scope.
Advice replacement at joinpoint (ARJ): ARJ is the same as ARP except it applies to a single joinpoint in each mutant.
Code-Level Mutation Operators
Mutation has traditionally been applied to code [16, 39] , where individual statements in a program are mutated. We call these code-level mutation operators and emphasize that they were not specifically designed for aspects in aspect-oriented software. In our research, these operators are not actually applied to code, but to the model, however we do not wish to introduce a term and follow the established convention of calling them code-level.
The code-level mutation operators address the part of our fault model where an advice is implemented incorrectly. There are several traditional mutation operators that apply to advice elements, such as the ROR operator, which replaces relational operators by other relational operators plus two mutation-specific operators [38, 39] .
• ROR replaces relational operators in the aspect models by other relational operators plus falseOp, and trueOp, which replace the expression with true and false respectively. For example, m <= n is replaced by m < n, m == n, m > n, m >= n, m! = n, true and false.
• RORJ is the same as ROR but is applied to the advice at one joinpoint in each mutant
• COR replaces logical operators by other logical operators plus leftOp, rightOp, trueOp, and falseOp, where leftOp and rightOp replace the expression with the left and right operand respectively. For example, m&&n is replaced by m||n, m&n, m|n, mˆn, m, n, true and false.
• CORJ is the same as COR but is applied to the advice at one joinpoint in each mutant
• AOR replaces arithmetic operators by other arithmetic operators plus leftOp, rightOp, and mod. For example, m+n is replace by m-n, m*n, m/n, m**n, m, n, and m%n.
• AORJ is the same as AOR but is applied to the advice at one joinpoint in each mutant
• SVR replaces each variable reference by every other variable of appropriate type declared in current scope. For example, x=m+n is replaced by x=m+m, m=m+n, x=n+n, n=m+n, x=x+n and x=m+x.
• SVRJ is the same as SVR but is applied to the advice at one joinpoint in each mutant
• ASR replaces each assignment operator by other assignment operators. For example, m+=3 is replaced by m-=3, m*=3, m/=3, m%=3, m& = 3, m| = 3, mˆ=3, m <<= 3, m >>= 3 and m >>>= 3.
• ASRJ is the same as ASR but is applied to the advice at one joinpoint in each mutant
Ferrari et al. [20] defined some additional mutation operators for advice in source code. We have not used these in our work since the syntax as well as the semantics of advice in an aspect-oriented model differs depending on what type of model element it is applied to, and whether the advice is a before, around, or after advice. Hence, these mutation operators would usually generate mutants that are syntactically incorrect if applied to an AOM.
Mutation Operators for Introductions
Introduction deletion (IDL): An IDL mutant deletes each introduction element in the aspect model in turn. IDL addresses the part of our fault model where introductions are ignored. IDL mutants are killed by any test that visits the deleted element. Our example aspectoriented model has four introductions; three edges and one node. Hence, IDL will yield four mutants. For example, one mutant will have only one outgoing edge from the recovery node leading to a timeout.
Apart from IDL, there are several mutation operators defined for FSMs and source code that are not specific for aspect-oriented models but also apply to introduction elements. We describe these in Sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2
Model-Level Mutation Operators
Several mutation operators for models address the part of our fault model where introductions are modeled incorrectly. We call these model-level mutation operators and emphasize that they target modeling elements but are not specifically designed for introductions in aspect-oriented models.
An introduction is a model element, thus mutation operators defined for model elements apply to introductions. Some of these mutation operators were proposed by others and some are new to this paper.
The pre-existing operators that we use are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 below. Items 8 and 9 are variants of pre-existing operators and items 6, 7, 10 and 11 are new to this research. All the pre-existing operators were originally defined for general FSMs, not aspect models.
RTN replaces each target node for edge introduc-
tions by other nodes [26, 35, 50] 2. RSN replaces each starting node for edge introductions by other nodes [35, 50] 3. RSI replaces each synchronization event at edge introductions by other synchronization events [18, 29, 50] 4. DSI deletes each synchronization event at edge introductions [18, 50] 5. DGI deletes each guard at edge introductions [29] 6. RGI replaces each guard at edge introductions by other guards 7. SSI replaces each send with a receive and each receive with a send at synchronization events on edge introductions 8. DAI deletes each action at edge introductions [32] 9. RAI replaces each action at edge introductions by other actions [32] 10. DIN deletes each invariant at node introductions 11. RIN replaces each invariant at node introductions by other invariants
Code-Level Mutation Operators
The code-level operators address the part of our fault model where introductions are implemented incorrectly. Just as advice elements, introductions can come with constraints, guards, actions etc. containing relational, arithmetic or logic expressions. The traditional codelevel mutation operators of ROR, COR, AOR, SVR, and ASR that we suggest for advice also apply to introductions. Since there is no overlap between introductions and pointcuts, there is no redundancy between applying these operators both to advice and to introductions.
We have discussed the possibility of applying mutation operators to single joinpoints rather than pointcuts. This is fairly straightforward since a pointcut describes a set of joinpoints and each advice is mapped to a pointcut. It is therefore possible to iterate over a set of joinpoints and treat them differently by modifying the aspect models. However, introductions are elements in the aspect model that have no corresponding elements in the base model, there is no set to iterate over before the weaving process. A fine-grained mutation approach for introductions may therefore require integration with or at least control of the weaver and is not addressed here.
Mutating an introduction will therefore affect all parts of the woven model where that element is introduced.
Choice of Mutation Operators
The mutation operators that we have defined in previous sections are in most cases defined for two different approaches. For example: PCD vs JPD, ADP vs ADJ and ROR vs RORJ. Given the approach, the tester should chose to use the set of mutation operators that works at a pointcut/aspect level or at a joinpoint level. The choice of which set of mutation operators to select depends on the fault model and this in turn depends on whether the software is aspect-oriented to begin with (approach A1) or whether the aspects are something that is created for a test model (approaches A2 and A3). In the first case, it makes sense to assume that a fault in an aspect propagates to all sites in the woven model to which the faulty element applies during weaving. For example, if an advice to add a guard at some edge is missed, this guard will be missed at all edges selected by the pointcut descriptor. Hence, a mutation operator such as ADP would be sufficient to detect this fault. On the other hand, if the aspects are only used as a test model it would make sense to apply ADJ in order to test that the guard is present at each edge selected by the pointcut descriptor.
Application to Robustness Testing
This section describes an example use of our proposed approach for robustness testing of systems modeled in timed automata (TA). TA is used by engineers to specify and verify real-time systems.
The primary focus for this work is to use modelchecking algorithms to kill mutants, not to verify timeliness or performance. We are particularly interested in embedded real-time systems, where there often is a timing aspect associated with robustness. For example, recovery of a subsystem might have an associated deadline. For this reason, we selected TA as a suitable model for our approach.
Applying the previously defined mutation operators to the TA modeling language will change the scope or domain of some operator slightly. E.g., the domain of SVR is extended to include clock variables used in TA, and the scope of the mutation operator COR is extended to encompass some additional conditional operators used in TA. This is described in Section 6.2.
Timed automata
This section provides a brief but necessary introduction to TA. For more details on these concepts, see Bengtsson and Yi [9] or Hessel et al. [25] .
In a timed automaton, clocks are represented by a finite set of real-valued variables C and events are represented by a finite alphabet Σ. Let B(C) denote the set of Boolean combinations of clock constraints of the form x ∼ n or x − y ∼ n, where x, y ∈ C, n is a natural number and ∼ represents one of the relational operators {<, ≤, =, ≥, >}.
A timed automaton (A) over events and clocks (Σ, C) is a tuple N, l 0 , E, I where:
• N is a finite set of vertices (here called nodes)
C × N is a set of edges
B(C) assigns invariants to nodes
The semantics of a timed automaton is a timed transition system over states of the form l, u , where l ∈ N and u is a clock assignment of all clocks in C to nonnegative real-numbers. The initial state is l 0 , u 0 , where u 0 is the clock assignment that assigns all clocks in C to 0. Transitions are defined by two rules:
where u ⊕ d denotes the clock assignment that maps each clock x in C to the value u(x) + d, and [r → 0]u is the clock assignment u with each clock in r reset to zero.
Timed automata have two kinds of transitions, thus two transition rules: the discrete transition, which is an instant move from one node to another that is enabled when the clocks satisfy the guard on the edge, and the delay transition, which increments the clocks but does not include a move to another node.
A run of a timed automaton A = N, l 0 , E, I with initial state l 0 , u 0 over a timed trace ξ = (t 1 , a 1 )(t 2 , a 2 )(t 3 , a 3 ) ... is a sequence of transitions: A network of timed automata A 1 ... A n over (Σ, C) is the parallel composition of n timed automata over (Σ, C), where components are required to synchronize on delay transitions and discrete transitions are required to be synchronized on complementary actions. An action a? is complementary to a!.
Example System
We manually translated the woven video conferencing system to a timed automaton for Uppaal (Figure 10 ). Mücke and Huhn [41] describe how to transform a UML state chart to Uppaal. We then used the Uppaal model checker to verify its behavior [33] . In Uppaal, a double circle denotes the initial node. In addition to the woven system, we also have models that implement the system's environment, including calls and disturbances that cause media failures (Figures 11 and 12) . We used the Uppaal simulator to execute the test scenarios and to generate the traces that we discuss in our examples. Figure 13 gives an overview of the AOM mutation process. Mutation operators are applied to the aspect models before weaving, creating a set of aspect mutants. The weaving process creates a set of woven mutants by using aspect mutants instead of the original aspect model. An analysis is then performed to identify traces that can be traversed when using the original version of the woven model but not in the mutant version or vice versa. This can be viewed as a form of weak mutation since the mutant is killed based on its internal state. Identified traces can then be transformed to test cases.
The process described in Figure 13 is currently semiautomated, as both mutation and weaving have been conducted manually in our study. There is a lack of automated tool support when it comes to AOM. Weavers for AOM exist but are typically in-house built or implemented within a testing framework and not available, [12, 21, 27, 45, 49, 54] . Robustness is defined as "The degree to which a system or component can function correctly in the presence of invalid inputs or stressful environment conditions" [1] . Systems can be stressed in many different ways, such as frame loss, noise, synchronization mismatches and lost connections [4] . Each type should of course be identified and addressed by the aspect models. A major difference between the previous examples and the timed automata model used here is, therefore, that the timed automata model distinguishes between two types of failures: audio and video. This example, with two types of failures, is used to illustrate the approach. With all types of media failures included, a fully woven model would be too cluttered to show in a single figure. Figure 10 shows a timed automata model of the woven video conferencing system. Figure 11 shows a timed automata model that describes the behavior of participants in the video conference. A participant connects to the system by taking the transition labeled dial! from Ok2dial to Connected. This transition is synchronized with a transition labeled dial? in the system shown in Figure 10 . In the same way, a transition from Connected to Idle is triggered by a synchronization on callDisconnect. A disconnectAll is a broadcast signal triggered by the system. All participants that are connected when this broadcast occurs will take a transition to their Idle node. Figure 12 shows a timed automata model of a simple driver for the video conferencing system. The driver triggers new calls as well as media failures of different types. The failureType variable is set by selecting a value between 1 and m, where m is the number of failure types. Each possible value of failureType can be mapped to a specific type of disturbance that this system should handle. As mentioned, our example system has two types of disturbances, audio and video. When the driver triggers a media failure, it immediately continues by setting the variable recovered to a value between 0 and m, where 0 == ok (i.e., successfully recovered) and a higher number indicates a persisting failure of the specified type (1-m). For example:
• A trace where failureType is set to 1 and recovered is set to 0, maps to a test with an audio failure that is successfully recovered.
• A trace where failureType is set to 1 and recovered is set to 1, maps to a test where an audio failure persists and can be used to verify that the system implemented a timeout and can handle it by resetting the system.
• A trace where failureType is set to 2 and recovered is set to 1, maps to a test where there is a video failure followed by an audio failure that is persistent. Such test is useful to verify that a persisting failure is handled by a timeout and reset, independent of whether the persistent failure is of the same type that caused the transition to the recovery mode in the first place. Here, we show three example robustness mutants and discuss their use. The mutants can be used to create tests or to evaluate a set of tests with respect to their mutation score. Both approaches employ the trace from the environment (driver and participants).
Consider the trace in Figure 14 . This is a graphical view of a trace of an execution of the processes P, D, P0, and P1, where P is the system shown in Figure 10 and D is the driver shown in Figure 12 . P0 and P1 are instances of the template participant shown in Figure 11 . The boxes in Figure 14 show nodes, the vertical arrows show transitions, and the horizontal arrows show synchronization between automata. In the upper left corner of the figure is a list of variables and their values after the last transition, where x is a clock variable that Figure 14 : A graphical view of a trace models the timer. The time limit is set to four. This specific trace shows two connections followed by an audio failure (failureType=1) that persists (recovered=1) and leads to a timeout (x >= 4) and a disconnectAll.
Example Mutants and Tests
The trace in Figure 14 is a result of executing a test scenario in the Uppaal simulator using the original version of the system. Consider the PCD (PointCut Deletion) robustness mutant in Figure 15 . The crossed and grayed out portions in the figure have been deleted in the mutant. Enforcing the same trace in the mutant model will lead to a deadlock since it is not possible to take the last transition (P:R3, Idle) in the mutant model, so neither P0 or P1 can receive the broadcast signal and take the transition to their Idle states. Hence, this trace is an abstract test that kills this mutant. A corresponding test scenario, to be executed on the real system, would focus on the sequence of interactions between the system (P) and its environment, in our case the driver and the participants. The interactions can be translated to real input events and used to test the software system, assuming that the events (calls and disturbances) can be produced and controlled with respect to the order in which they start and stop, and to the type and persistence of the disturbance (exceeding the time limit). Such concrete tests can preferably be realized as a scenario played by an environment simulator that interacts with the software system.
Consider the ADJ robustness mutant in Figure 16 . The mutant does not have the guard numberSize==4 (crossed and grayed out) on the edge between NotFull and Full. Hence, it is possible to get a trace in the mutant to a state where numberSize!=4 and a transition from NotFull to Full is enabled. This transition is not possible in the original model and the test scenario would actually lead to a deadlock state. On the other hand, the mutant cannot reach this deadlock state.
We can translate candidate test scenarios to candidate test traces as a sequence of discrete transitions that Uppaal can accept. By enforcing these traces on the original as well as the mutant models, we can identify which candidates tests are effective and which mutants they de- tect. This way we can either create a strong test suite based on the traces that are effective or evaluate an ex-isting test suite with respect to its mutation adequacy score (detected/all), see Figure 17 . Candidate test scenarios can be: (i) an existing test suite, (ii) defined by the tester (iteratively), (iii) randomly generated as candidate traces by simulation of the model, or (iv) defined by the model-checker (traces to error states associated with the mutation). Candidate test traces that detect mutants are included in the test suite, while others are discarded. We currently use approach (iv) and search for error states (mainly deadlocks) in both original and mutant versions. However, the process described in Figures 13 and 17 is independent on how the candidates are generated. Another option to generate candidate test traces is to instrument the aspect models and then use the model checker to identify traces to such instrumented locations (or locations where an instrumentation is missing) in the woven models.
Finally, consider the IDL robustness mutant in Figure  18 . This mutant has no edge to the recovery node for the failure type video (again showed in figure as crossed and grayed out). Hence, this mutant is killed by a test with a media failure of this type when at least two participants are active.
Analysis of Mutating an Example System
This section shows how the mutation operators defined in Section 4 can be applied to a working system. We first demonstrate the application of our novel AOMspecific operators, then existing mutation operators for code, and finally existing mutation operators for models. Subsection 6.4 presents an analysis of the mutants created for our example system. Not all generated mutants are useful when mutation is applied to software, independent of whether mutation is applied to source code or to a model. Some mutants are syntactically illegal and thus, in our case, are not accepted by the model checker. We refer to such mutants as stillborn. Some mutants are equivalent to the original software, meaning that for each possible input the original and the mutant version will show the exact same behavior. Hence, such mutants cannot be distinguished from the original by any test. Some mutants are equivalent to each other but not to the original and are referred to as redundant. If two mutants are redundant, then any test that detects one of them is guaranteed to also detect the other. Finally, two mutants can be syntactically identical to each other. We refer to such mutants as duplicates. 
AOM-Specific Mutation Operators
For our example system, the novel mutation operators that specifically targets AO features yield a total of 112 mutants (see Table 2 ).
However, the mutation operators should not all be used together. Depending on whether there is a need to test all the joinpoints individually or not, two different sets of mutation operators should be used (approach A1 versus A2 or A3). Only IDL applies to both sets. We give the numbers for both the pointcut approach and the joinpoint approach in Table 2 . 36 of the generated mutants are syntactically illegal (stillborn), thus cannot be used. All the stillborn mutants involve a change to the set of joinpoints selected by the pointcuts in the add guard aspect. The three pointcuts in this aspect depend on each other, so changing the set of joinpoints for one pointcut in this aspect while keeping the other pointcuts unchanged sometimes lead to stillborn mutants.
None of the mutants are equivalent to the original so 76 of the generated mutants can be analyzed. Eight of the 76 are duplicates. However, since we use two different sets of mutants depending on whether we employ a pointcut approach or a joinpoint approach, only four of these are true duplicates and can be removed, three for the pointcut approach and one for the joinpoint approach (see Table 3 ). The mutants that cannot be removed are shown in parentheses in Table 3 . We found seven types of duplicates: recovery aspect. In both cases, no joinpoint is selected for the pointcut and these two PCS mutants are therefore identical to one of the PCD mutants.
PCD and JPD:
There is a pointcut with a single joinpoint in the recovery aspect. Hence, applying JPD to this pointcut has the same effect as applying PCD. However, PCD and JPD should not be used in combination since a test suite that kills all JPD mutants would also kill the PCD mutants. The reason is that PCD results in an empty set of joinpoints so the joinpoint that is missing in the JPD mutant is also missing in the PCD mutant.
3. PCD and IDL: Deleting the pointcut that selects node Idle as its only joinpoint is effectively the same as deleting the edge to this pointcut.
JPD and IDL:
Deleting the joinpoint Idle from the recovery aspect has the same effect as deleting the edge to Idle in the recovery aspect 5. PCS and JPD: Dropping one OR operand at a time (PCS) in the leftmost pointcut in the recovery aspect and dropping one joinpoint at a time for the same pointcut (JPD) results in a duplicate mutant for each joinpoint. However, PCS should not be combined with JPD since dropping one joinpoint at a time will effectively test that the pointcut descriptor is not too strong.
6. PCR and JPI: Replacing the leftmost pointcut in the recovery aspect by the rightmost pointcut in the guard aspect (PCR) has the same effect as inserting the node OnePart as an extra joinpoint to the leftmost pointcut in the recovery aspect. However, PCR should not be combined with JPI in a joinpoint approach. The reason is that unless the PCR mutant is an equivalent mutant, its set of joinpoints will differ from the original and the combination of JPD and JPI will create a set of mutants to test that all intended but no unintended joinpoints are included in the set selected by the original pointcut descriptor.
It is important to note that identifying that two models are identical is much easier than showing that two different models are equivalent. After removing duplicates from the entire set, 68 unique mutants remain, but removing duplicates from the mutants generated for a pointcut leaves 18 unique mutants, and removing duplicates from the joinpoints leaves 59 unique mutants.
Five of the mutation operators do not generate any mutant for the system. PCW does not apply since the model has no pointcut descriptor that includes an "and," <, or >. AIP, AIJ, ARP, and ARJ also do not generate any mutants in our model. The reason is that there is only one pointcut that has an advice and this pointcut is the only one that selects a set of edges. Hence, neither the before nor the after advice can be inserted at another pointcut or be replaced by another advice.
Code-Level Mutation Operators
Code-level mutation operators date to the 1980s [16] and are stable and traditional. They were designed to test at the statement level, but do not target model or aspect-oriented features. We apply these mutation operators to the advice and introductions in the aspect models before weaving. Although we mutate the aspect models only, the entire model is within scope for SVR and SVRJ. Table 4 shows the number of mutants generated for our example system by applying the code-level mutation operators for Java code to introductions and advice. None of the aspects have any assignment or arithmetic operators, thus no AOR or ASR mutants are generated.
The mutation operator COR covers conditional operators used in Java but are adapted for Uppaal to encompass the extra conditional operators "and," "or", and "imply". Ten COR mutants are generated for each occurrence of a conditional operator in an advice or introduction. Note that an introduction contributes with the same amount of mutants irrespective of the approach. The total number of generated mutants with the codelevel mutation operators is 180 or 288, depending on whether pointcuts or joinpoints are mutated. Seven of these mutants are equivalent and 15 or 39 are stillborn. Table 5 presents an overview of the equivalent mutants.
The code-level mutation operators do not produce any duplicated mutants but we have identified some redundancy. When two mutants are equivalent to each other (but not the original), one is redundant. We found 15 such redundant mutants when applying the mutation operators to pointcuts and four when we applied them to joinpoints. An overview of the redundant mutants is shown in Table 6 . After removing the redundant mutants, 143 or 223 mutants were left for analysis, depending on the approach. None of the code-level mutants duplicate any of the AOM-specific mutants, that is, there is no overlap. This is because the code-level mutation operators are only applied to advice and introductions. None of the AOMspecific operators for advice or introduction target variables, assignments, conditions or relational operators in advice or assignments.
Model-Level Mutation Operators
Model-level mutation operators were first defined in 1994 [18] and were subsequently extended [26, 29] . They were designed to test at the model level, and do not target aspect-oriented features.
Hence, when it comes to testing aspect models, these mutation operators apply to introductions only. The number of mutants generated from the model-level mutation operators are shown in Table 7 . 100 mutants are generated using the model-level mutation operators. None are stillborn and only two are equivalent to the original model. The equivalence is because the action x=0 occurs on two introductions. Replacing one with the other creates identical mutants.
The figure that stands out in Table 7 is the high number of duplicates generated by RAI. Only 12 of the 49 mutants were unique. The main reason is that the base model has three actions (numberSize=reset(), numActive-and numActive++) and each occurs in five different places. For each action at any of the introductions (e.g., numActive=0) we therefore get 15 mutants. Only three of these 15 are useful, the others are duplicates. Since there are three actions on the introduction elements, this alone gives 36 duplicates. There is also one duplicate where the action numActive=0 is replaced by x=0, which occurs on two introductions.
None of the mutants generated by any of the modellevel mutation operators duplicate any of the AOMspecific mutants. This is expected since the model-level operators apply to introductions only and deletion of elements is not listed among the model-level operators that we suggest. The reason to not include deletion of elements in the list is that the overlap with IDL will always be 100%. Table 8 shows an overview of the results presented above. One thing that stands out is that we did not get any equivalent AOM-specific mutants. This is positive because identifying equivalent mutants can be expensive. Moreover, we did not get any redundant AOMspecific mutants (equivalent to each other). Again, this is interesting because creating and analyzing redundant mutants waste resources and obscures the results.
Summary of Results and Discussion
We got a couple of duplicates for the AOM-specific operators. It is important to note that it is much easier to recognize that two models are syntactically identical than it is to recognize that two syntactically different models have identical semantic behavior. Also, even though our AOM-specific mutation operators generated some duplicates, these were very few in comparison with the number of duplicates that were generated when using model-level mutation operators (10% and 1% vs. 37%).
Another result that stands out is that the AOMspecific operators yielded many stillborn mutants compared with the code-level and model-level operators. The high percentage of AOM-specific stillborn mutants (approximately 30%) has to do with the fact that one pointcut (selecting edges) cannot be woven to the base model unless each starting and target node for all the joinpoints in the base model are also selected by pointcuts for the starting and target node in the aspect model. This result suggests that mutation operators that target pointcut descriptors for AOM could create more effective live mutants if neighbor pointcuts are considered. It is a reasonable assumption that a developer who misinterprets the specification regarding where the guard "numberSize==4" applies will make the same mistake for all three pointcuts in that aspect. The percentage of stillborn mutants doubled when we focused on individual joinpoints rather than the pointcuts (14% vs 7%). This increase was mainly due to the code-level operators and not the AOM-specific operators (32% vs 28%). Stillborn mutants are easy to identify and do not have to be analyzed, but they still represent some waste of resources since they must be created. Moreover, a stillborn mutant is created for a purpose (e.g., coverage) that might not be fulfilled due to the fact that the mutant is stillborn.
Related Work
Xu et al. [55] present a framework to test aspectoriented programs and, just as ours, this framework includes the use of AOM, mutants and a model-checker to create tests. The mutation operators that they use are further described in Xu et al. [56] . Xu et al. [55, 56] have, however, not a major focus on mutation operators for their models. As a consequence, their mutation operators do not cover all type of model elements and the faults that can come with them. Two of the four mutation operators that they use (PCS and PCW) are also used by us.
Lemos et al. [34] discussed testing for joinpoints that are unintended or neglected, which is tested by our mutation operators. However, their strategy is based on a step-wise integration of the joinpoints at the sourcecode level while we focus on aspect models before they are integrated to the base model.
Fault models for aspect-oriented programs have been suggested [10, 14, 53] and mutation operators have been defined at the source-code level for AspectJ [7, 19, 40, 53] . The major difference between our work and theirs is that we define mutation operators, which can be used at the model-level and can be applied in a black-box manner without knowledge of the implementation. The overlap between our new mutation operators and previous operators is therefore small. Pointcut weakening and pointcut strengthening have been proposed for source code but the focus has mainly been on the use of wildcards (*). Delamare et al. [14] , however, proposed to replace && by || and vice versa in pointcut descriptors, which is part of what our PCS and PCW operators do. Wedyan and Ghosh [53] proposed to remove advice and to change the advice binding. Our operator ADP removes (deletes) advice from its pointcut. We also propose two new mutation operators, AIP and ARP, which both change the advice bindings but not in the way that Wedyan and Ghosh proposed. Wedyan and Ghosh proposed to bind the advice to an incorrect pointcut instead of the correct, while our AIP operator binds the advice to both correct and incorrect pointcut and ARP replaces an advice by another advice of the same type.
Ali et al. [4] applied aspect-oriented modeling to reduce the complexity of robustness modeling in the context of UML state machines. A RobUstness Modeling Methodology (RUMM) for modeling of robustness behavior as aspects was presented. Ali et al. [3] used the methodology combined with search algorithms in an industrial case study. We adopt their aspect-oriented methodology for robustness modeling but we put our focus on suitable mutation operators for testing of robustness in a mutation-based testing framework.
Di Nardo et al. [42] proposed a fault model and a set of mutation operators that target communication faults such as missing packages and incorrect checksums. Their technique uses a UML class diagram annotated with stereotypes and constraints. However, their approach does not target the specific AOM features that we target with our new mutation operators. Related work on model-based testing of finite state and timed automata include Springintveld et al. [51] , who showed the problem of timed trace equivalence testing of (deterministic) timed automata to be theoretically possible. Nielsen and Skou [43] proposed a model-based test technique for event-recording automata, and Hessel et al. [24] presented a model-based technique to generate optimal tests coverage criteria using the Uppaal tool. Our research is related to these projects in that we use timed automata and Uppaalgenerated traces to generate tests, but different in the sense that we generate tests directly to kill mutants.
Conclusions
We present a novel technique to test software developed with aspect-oriented models. The technique works by mutating cross-cutting concerns at the model level. Fourteen novel mutation operators are defined that modify the aspect model. We have shown how these AOMspecific operators can be used with traditional mutation operators without any overlap in mutants created.
The AOM-specific operators are based on the unique features of aspect-oriented modeling and most induce changes that mirror mistakes that AO modelers typically make. Tests are designed at the abstract level to kill the mutants. These abstract tests can then be transformed to concrete tests to run on the software. These tests evaluate both the modeling of the cross-cutting concerns, and the weaving process that creates the resulting implementation.
We define the mutation operators, illustrate how they are used to design abstract tests and evaluate the mutation operators with respect to (i) generated mutants, (ii) stillborn mutants, (iii) equivalent mutants, (iv) duplicate mutants, and (v) redundant mutants for our example system. As discussed in Section 6.4, the evaluation shows that there was no overlap to traditional mutation operators and that the new mutation operators produced no equivalent or redundant mutants. Moreover, the number of duplicates was very low for the new mutation operators compared to the traditional mutation operators for models.
This technique is novel and useful for the same reason that AO modeling is effective: it allows the tester to work at a higher level of abstraction. That is, to design tests that evaluate the cross-cutting concerns independently of the rest of the software. Instead of designing tests for the software, and mixing the evaluation of the cross-cutting concerns with the evaluation of the primary behavior, the tester can focus on one thing at a time. It is therefore possible for the tester to adjust the test effort for different aspects, depending on the criticality of the cross-cutting concern that each aspect addresses. Thus, this is a classic divide and conquer strategy. Additionally, even though the cross-cutting behaviors are repeated potentially many times in the implementation, the tester only has to design tests once. Tests that are designed based on one single point in an aspect model can test multiple points distributed in the software.
Future Work
We have proposed an approach to test cross-cutting concerns by mutating aspect-oriented models and illustrated the approach to robustness testing by applying it to a video conferencing system. The mutation operators for aspect-oriented models were evaluated in terms of the number of generated mutants and their properties. There are however, some limitations to our work that need to be addressed by future work.
The video conferencing system used in our study is a small example so the approach needs to be further validated empirically. We are, therefore, currently preparing a larger-scale industrial case study to evaluate the mutation operators with respect to their effectiveness and efficiency for robustness testing. The extra overhead for approaches A2 and A3 should also be considered in this study. The planned study will include the generation of a complete test suite and an analysis of the mutation score. Moreover, the industrial system we use will not only produce a larger set of mutants for the evaluation but also allow us to make use of and evaluate a larger subset of the mutation operators.
One question that we plan to address is whether it is possible to reduce the number of stillborn mutants from the mutation operators that target pointcut descriptors. Many such mutants are stillborn because there is a dependency between pointcuts. We conjecture that this problem can be solved by taking neighboring pointcuts into consideration.
Another question that we plan to address empirically is whether each mutation operator should result in multiple code changes or in just one code change when applied to introductions. For example, applying IDL to one edge in the recovery aspect winds up removing three edges in the woven graph. Such large scale changes may result in several easy-to-kill mutants (trivial mutants), so we plan experiments to decide whether to turn this into three separate mutants in the same way as we have done for pointcuts and advice. This could be done by applying the mutation operators while weaving.
In addition, the mutation operators for aspectoriented models defined in this paper should be thor-oughly evaluated with respect to feasibility for test generation using the Uppaal model checker. This process is currently semi-automatic. To scale to larger systems, a fully automated tool to weave the mutants and generate the mutation-based tests is required.
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